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Sustainability 2016, 8, 476 2 of 21 In this article, we explore the role of actors and agency in transition
studiesâ€”both in terms of concepts used, and in terms of associated typologies.
Importance of Actors and Agency in Sustainability
PDF | This article explores the role of actors and agency in the literature on sustainability transitions.
(PDF) Importance of Actors and Agency in Sustainability
We find that actor roles in transitions are erratic, since their roles can change over the course of time, and
that actors can belong to different categories. We conclude by providing recommendations for a
comprehensive typology of actors in sustainability transitions.
Sustainability | Free Full-Text | Importance of Actors and
the literature on sustainability transitions, the paper clearly illustrates a possible problem for actors in
sustainability transitions: in order to change a part of the system they have to adhere to certain other
structural parts of the same system.
Technological Forecasting & Social Change
Actors, Power Relations and Empowerment in Sustainability Transitions and the Need for a Multi-actor
Perspective In this section, we argue that the current actor understanding in transition
Shifting Power Relations in Sustainability Transitions: A
PDF | This paper contributes to understanding transition politics by conceptualizing (shifting) power relations
between actors in sustainability transitions. The authors introduce a Multi-actor ...
Shifting Power Relations in Sustainability Transitions: A
Kemp, R. and Loorbach, D. Governance for Sustainability through Transition Management 2 1. Introduction
In 2001,5 Dutch ministries adopted the new governance approach of transition
Governance for Sustainability Through Transition Management
This paper studies the politics of sustainability transition pathways and takes a particular interest in how
policies and actors influence the direction of a transition. We ask which policies and which actors favor which
kind of pathway and suggest a methodological approach to analyze major conflict lines in an ongoing
transition.
Policies, actors and sustainability transition pathways: A
Transition management as a governance tool for sustainable development ... sustainability transitions and
transformative environmental and sustainability policies. In this case study, ... All societal actors exert
influence and thus direct social change, being aware of the ...
Transition management as a governance tool for sustainable
CONCEPTS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND GLOBALIZATION IN TIMES OF TRANSITION: The
Case of Ukraine Peter L. Gess1 and Valentyna V. Pidlisnyuk 2 Abstract A relatively new concept, sustainable
development, was proclaimed as a main goal for future world development at
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CONCEPTS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
outside actors) * Make transition visions more specific (e.g. strategic conferences) * Increase popularity of
technology (e.g. endorse in policy plans) * interest and include more actors (bandwagon)
Socio-technical transitions to sustainability
In addition to advancing the literature on the politics of transitions by bringing a sharper focus to the relations
among regime actors, we also develop a processual model of the conditions for the formation of SGOs and
their effects on the transition of water-supply systems toward higher levels of sustainability.
Water and the politics of sustainability transitions: from
Behavioral Foundations of Sustainability Transitions ... sustainability transitions, on environmental policy
under bounded rationality and social interactions, and on behavioral foundations of learning and innovation.
... regime is a network of actors that dominates a socio-economic system, niches are those parts of the
system
Behavioral Foundations of Sustainability Transitions
for the Transition to Sustainability Tim Foxon, Zen Makuch, Macarena Mata and Peter Pearson
Environmental Policy and Management Group, Dept. of Environmental Science and Technology, Imperial
Innovation Systems and Policy-Making Processes for the
Review of System Innovation and Transitions Theories ... Selected key insights from modern innovation and
transition theory 3.1. Multiple actors and networks 3.2. Interactivity, feedback and complexity 3.3. Institutions
and culture ... to sustainability issues but less in specific application to the built
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